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Focus Remote Workforce
When the pandemic arrived in 2020, businesses coast to coast were forced to adopt a work-
from-home workplace model. While some of the restrictions have since eased, the remote 
workforce is likely here to stay. In fact, nearly two-thirds of U.S. workers say they would like to 
continue to work remotely moving forward.*

While remote working is nothing new, the rapid increase in the number of employees working 
from home presents a series of issues that businesses like yours continue to face. Not only are 
existing VPNs being overburdened, resulting in timeouts and sub-optimal network performance, 
but the dispersed workforce makes it much harder to resolve endpoint issues. The end result: a 
significant hit to productivity. What’s more, the remote environment of today has become a new 
breeding ground for hackers, threatening the fiber of a business’s network security. 

With those constraints in mind, companies are looking to upgrade and expand their traditional 
VPN environment. Many have even begun exploring newer alternatives, such as zero-trust 
and private access technologies. They want greater wireless mobility with the protection of 
next-generation firewall technology. In essence, they are looking for a more streamlined way 
to manage their endpoints, maintain network availability and ensure security and protection 
against data loss or leakage. 

Experts in Remote Workforce Solutions 
At Focus, we are experts in remote workforce solutions with advanced IT certifications and 
mastery of complex network security concepts, best practices and technology management. 
Work with us to get a secure, reliable and high-performing experience for your remote workforce.
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First, we’ll partner with you to understand your current end-user environment and goals for 
deploying and managing endpoints and applications. Then we’ll deliver a VDI solution that 
supports efficient and secure endpoint connectivity and, ultimately, a productive workforce 
that meets its performance goals. We’ll also equip your remote workforce with training, 
documentation and resources to ensure they have a complete understanding of how to operate 
securely in a remote work environment. 

As the experts in network infrastructure and security, Focus can help you ensure safe 
connectivity to applications and data, on premises and in the cloud. Our goal is to empower your 
remote workforce with solutions that support productivity while protecting your business from 
security-related threats. 

Why Focus
Since 1997, Focus Technology, a leading Inc. 5000 Boston-based information technology firm, 
has been designing and implementing innovative IT solutions through personalized service to 
address our customers’ most demanding business challenges. Serving businesses of all sizes, 
from SMB to Enterprise, our team of industry-certified solutions architects offer advanced 
expertise in emerging technologies while maintaining a working knowledge of the broader 
technology ecosystem and the dynamics that drive IT transformation.

With expertise in next-generation data center infrastructure, managed IT services, cloud 
solutions and cybersecurity, Focus Technology is one of the top IT solution providers in the 
Northeast. The company has earned numerous awards and accolades, including CRN MSP  
Elite 150, CRN MSP Security 100, CRN Fast Growth 150, CRN Tech Elite 150, CRN Triple Crown, 
Boston Business Journal’s Best Places to Work, Boston Business Journal Fast 50 and Inc. 5000.

* https://news.gallup.com/poll/321800/covid-remote-work-update.aspxv


